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Cover image
The cover image is an example illustrating the rationale for this work. Retrieving the cloud top temperature and height from satellite imagery becomes a difficult problem when the image pixel has fractional cloud cover
or the cloud is semi-transparent. The radiance signal is a mixture of the
background radiation field below the cloud, and emission from the cloud
itself. Therefore, obtaining the cloud top temperature from the brightness
temperature measurements requires a correction method in affected pixels.
The cover image is based on cloud classification done for NOAA14 AVHRR
data from the satellite pass at 24-Sep-2000 1434 UTC. Cloud top temperature in opaque cloud pixels, where the temperature can be determined from
uncorrected radiances, are shown in blue colours. The remaining cloudy
pixels, which do require the correction, are shown in red.
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Abstract
Cloud top temperature and height estimates obtained from AVHRR infrared
imagery require a correction for semi-transparency when cirrus layers are
present. In this work we investigated the possibility of using the 11 µm and
12 µm window channel brightness temperatures for the correction. We developed software which implements a method based on the work of Inoue
(1985) and Derrien et al. (1988). In this method the cloud top temperature is derived for each small image segment by fitting a curve to .a twodimensional histogram of the segment, formed by using the brightness temperature T (11 µm) and the brightness temperature difference T (11 µm) T(l2µm). By extrapolating the model fit of the distribution to the opaque
limit, a temperature estimate can be assigned to the semi-transparent cloud
pixels, thereby replacing the measured brightness temperature which observes the combined background radiation and cloud emission. In this work,
in addition to implementing data processing with the histogram based correction, we also developed a graphical user interface for testing the method,
in order to provide a tool for the overall evaluation of the product.
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1 Preface
The main part of the work including development and testing of the cloud
top temperature and height algorithm for semi-transparant clouds was carried out during the stay of Aarno Korpela at SMHI in the autumn 2000. But
when he left SMHI after the planned two and a half month stay, the report
was not completed and a few loose ends were left behind. We could have
finished the report quickly with the material prepared at that time, but it
seemed unsatisfactory to do so, since we thought the quality of the report
could be raised substantially by finishing the loose ends in a proper way.
The remaining work was obviously more difficult when being separated
on each hemisphere of the Earth, and while having other duties with higher
priority. But with a few efforts in the early Northern hemisphere spring and
again in autumn, we think the report has reached a leve! where it should be
of interest to a wider audience. There is obviously much more development
work that could be done to refine the algorithm, if resources are available.
Especially the validation needs more work, and so does the development of
useful quality flags for the final output.

2001-10-19
Adam Dybbroe
Norrköping, Sweden

Aarno Korpela
Wellington, New Zealand
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2 Introduction
Retrieving accurate cloud top temperature and height (CTTH) estimates
from satellite imagery is required for weather analysis and nowcasting. Those
applications in which a CTTH product is needed include the height assignment of tropospheric winds from cloud tracking, cloud height analysis for
aviation forecasting, and the early warning of thunderstorm development.
For optically thick clouds the cloud top temperature estimate can be obtained directly from AVHRR infrared imagery. In this thick cloud case the
top of the atmosphere radiation measured by the satellite sensor in a window or a near-window channel is close to the black body radiation of an
object at the temperature prevailing at the cloud top level. Using a collocated model background temperature profile at the cloud location artd a
forward radiative transfer model for the path above the cloud, it is, in principle, possible to retrieve an accurate cloud top height and temperature estimate by comparing the computed and observed radiances. lf, however, the
cloud is semi-transparent, e.g. a thin cirrus layer high in the atmosphere,
the radiance signal is a rnixture of two components, partly absorbed background radiation and cloud layer emission component. In these cases the
brightness temperature obtained from the radiance does not indicate the
true cloud top temperature, but gives a warmer signal, giving a misleading cloud top height estimate. As a large part of cloudy areas may include
semi-transparent cloud layers, it becomes irnportant to have a method to account for the semitransparency effect, thereby obtaining more reliable cloud
top temperature and height estimates with a high spatial coverage. Theoretically the semi-transparency correction is a challenging task, as the basic
imagery lacks the direct information on a fundamental parameter, the cloud
emissivity.
In the work presented in this report we implement a histogram correction
method for AVHRR near infrared window channel brightness temperatures,
based on the work of Inoue (1985) and Derrien et al. (1988). In this method
the cloud top temperature is derived for each small image segment by fitting
and extrapolating a curve to a two-dimensional histogram obtained from the
T(llµm) brightness temperature and the brightness temperature difference
T(llµm) -T(12µm) of the segment pixels.
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3 Method
3.1

(T4 - T5 )/T4 histograms

In order to derive the theoretical expression for the observed arc like structure in a two-channel histogram as shown in figure 1 consider a radiance
measurement in a channel at frequency vi .
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Figure 1: Example distribution of pixels ftom a 32x32 size image segment.
Brightness temperature difference in AVHRR channels 4 (llµm) and 5
(12µm) is shown as a function of brightness temperature at channel 4. The
pixels classifi.ed as clear are shown in blue, and the cloudy pixels are shown
in red (semi-transparent) and black (opaque).
If a cloud layer of thickness z has absorption coefficient ai which is
constant throughout the layer, then the transmittance a-i of a path at angle 0
to vertical is given by
a-i

=

exp( -ai z / cos 0) .

(1)

Transmittancies in two different wavelengths can be related as follows.
ln a-i

=

-ai z / cos 0

{::}

ln a-;fa;

•

(J'j

1/a·
J

=

= -z/ cos0
1/a;
(]'i

'

so that
(2)
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When the cloud-clear surface radiation intensity is Bs,i below the layer, and
when the serni-transparent cloud layer path has transrnittance O'i, ernissivity
ci and radiation intensity Be at opaque lirnit, then in a window channel the
measured radiance Bi at the top of the atmosphere is given by
(3)

The opaque lirnit radiance Be of the cloud does not depend on the frequency,
because in a window or near-window channel there is no significant absorption above the cloud. At infrared frequencies the brightness temperature
depends nearly linearly on the radiance, so that we may write the equation
with the respective brightness temperatures as
(4)

In local thermodynarnical equilibrium (LTE) conditions we have the relation
= 1 - O'i , so that we can write the above equation as

Ei

(5)

or as

(6)
By applying the above equations (5) and (2) for AVHRR channels 4 and 5,
and defining the ratio
(7)
{3 = a5/a4,
we obtain for the difference T4

T4 -

-

T 5 the expression

Ts =Te+ 0'4 (Ts,4 - Te) - Te - 0'5 (Ts,5 - Te)
= 0'4 (Ts,4 - Te) - O': (Ts,5 - Te)

= 0'4 (Ts,4 -

Te) -

(J': (Ts,4 -

Ts,4

+ Ts,5 -

Te),

which by rearranging becomes

By equation (5) the measured brightness temperature T4 changes from Te
to Ts,4 as the transrnittance varies in the range of [O, 1] . In equation (8)
the difference T 4 - Ts plotted as a function of O' 4 forms an arc shaped
curve opening downwards, the shape being deterrnined by the ratio {3. We
see from the expression that on the left hand side of the curve, the 'opaque
side', when 0'4 --+ 0 and T 4 --+ Te, the difference vanishes. On the right
hand side of the curve, the 'transparent side', when 0'4 --+ 1 and T 4 --+ Ts 4 ,
the difference T4 - Ts --+ Ts, 4 - Ts, 5 . This is the difference of the surface
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brightness temperatures in the two channels, due to different absorption in
the full path through the atmosphere and different emissivities of the surface
in the two channels. In the case of AVHRR channels 4 and 5 the difference
is of the order of lK.
From a sample which has pixels with different transmittancies one can
plot a T4 - Ts vs. T4 histogram. Pixels with thick cloud show on the left
hand side with O'4 • 0 , and transparent pixels on the right hand side with
0'4 •
1. Between these limiting values there are semi-transparent pixels
from cirrus clouds, and possibly pixels with fractional cloud cover. In the
case of cirrus, by fitting a curve to the arc structure of the histogram, one
can determine the cloud top temperature Te through extending the fitted
curve on the left hand side to the point T4 - T 5 = 0 . If the difference
Ts, 4 - Ts,s estimate for the channels is computed with the forward model,
then the surface brightness temperature T:s, 4 can be found from the right
hand side of the fitted curve.
Pixels with fractional cloud cover generally introduce a difficulty, when
applying the two-window-channel histogram method. The cloudy fraction
of the pixel contributes to a histogram location somewhere on the arc, while
the clear fraction contributes to the end of the arc location on the right. Pixels with different cloud fractions and different transmittances then become
distributed in the inner region of the arc, therefore making the model fit
more inaccurate. On the other hand, differentiating fractional pixels from
semi-transparent pixels during the cloud classification has uncertainty involved, so that part of the 'semi-transparent' pixels may actually be fractional, and vice versa. Therefore model fitting could be first tried with all
pixels initially classified either way, and optionally only for pixels classified
.
(
as serru-transparent.

3.2

Least-squares fitting

When we have the brightness temperature measurements xi = T4 and Yi =
T4 - Ts from all pixels in a given segment we want to fit against these
points the theoretical model (8), which by using the denotations Ts = Ts, 4
and fJs = Ts 4 -Ts 5 becomes
'

y

(x

,P

)

= (

'

x - Te _ [ x - Te ] /3) (T _ T ) _ [ x - Te ] /3 fJ
T S -TC
T S -TC
s
e
T S -TC
s.

(9)

where p isa vector in a four-dimensional parameter space,

One can test the agreement between the data and the model by choosing a
cost function, which measures how much the points differ from the model,
8
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and by minimizing it with respect to the parameters. The cost function could
be the sum of the vertical distances from the model
N

S(p)

=

L IYi -

y(xi; P)I,

i=l

or the familiar sum of the squared distances,
N

S(p)

=

L[Yi -y(xi;p)] 2

.

i=l

Theoretically one would like to answer the question "What are the most
likely parameter values given the observed distribution?". First assume that
at each point x the measurement has an independent random measurement
error which hasa normal distribution around the true model value y(x; p),
and that these error distributions have some common standard deviation <Y.
Then it follows that the maximum likelihood estimate is obtained by minimizing the least-squares expression
N

S(p)

= L[Yi -

y(xi; p)] 2

.

(10)

i=l

When the dependent varible Yi has varying standard deviation <Yi, then the
maximum likelihood estimate is obtained by minimizing the chi-square express10n

x'(p)

=

E( ~:x,;
Y• -

p)

r

(11)

When the model depends linearly on the parameters, i.e. when the parameters are the coefficients of some basis functions, the maximum likelihood
estimate can be solved analytically from equation (11) . Further, in this linear case the probability Q that the value of x2 exceeds a given value x can
be computed from the formula,

Q(n,x)

r(n/2, x/2)
r(n/2)

(oo e,-t tn /2-1 dt

lx;2

(12)

( Press et al. (1986)), where n is the number of degrees of freedom, n =
N - M , when M is the number of model parameters. When the model
depends nonlinearly on the parameters, as is the case with the histogram
model (9), the minimization of the x 2 function must be done iteratively,
starting from a first guess set of parameters. In this general minimization
problem a straightforward method is the steepest descent method, in which

9
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the next point Pi+i in the parameter space is found by rninirnizing the function along a line in the direction of the local downhill gradient at current
point Pi, so that

Pi+l = Pi - constant · V f(Pi).

(13)

This is, however, a rather unefficient method, as the gradient in the new location has a vanishing component along the old direction, and therefore the
gradient and the new direction must be perpendicular to the old direction,
and generally this is not the best direction towards the minimum. In variable metric methods, which are also called quasi-Newton methods, the new
direction is modified for this reason. Near the current point Pi we have, to
the second order

f(p)

=

f(Pi)+Vf(p;)·(p-p;)+(p-pi)·H·(p-pif,

where H is the Hessian matrix of second derivatives. Taking the gradient
gives

=

Vf(p)

Vf(Pi)+H·(p-p;).

In Newton's method the step to the next iteration point is obtained by solving
Pi+i from V f(Pi+i) = 0, which gives
(14)

The iteration method is termed quasi-Newton if an approximation Hi of the
Hessian is being used instead of the true Hessian. The probability of x2
exceeding a given value with a nonlinear model is no longer given by (12),
but it is nonetheless usual to use this value as a relative measure for the
goodness of fit.
In rninirnizing the chi-squared cost function (11) one needs its first and
second derivatives, which are

~ 2 [
( . )] åy(xi;p)
D - 2 Yi -y Xi,P
Öpk
i=l <Ji
and

å 2 x2
åp1 åpk

_

-

~ - 2 [åy(xi;P) åy(xi;p)
i=l <7[
åpz
åpk
6

-

[y·
1

- y

(X· . p )] 8 2 y(xi;p)l
1

'

åp1 Öpk

.

With a good model the terms including the second derivative of the model
tend to cancel out, as they are multiplied with the random measurement
error Yi - y( Xi; p) . As they contribute neglibly to the sum they are usually
ignored, so that the second derivatives of x2 are computed from
10
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t a-;

2_ [åy(xi;p) åy(xi;p)l

i=l

åpz

åpk

·

At most this will affect the route taken to the minimum, not the minimum
solution itself.
Among the different routines implementing the x2 minimization the
Levenberg-Marquardt method has become the standard of least-squares fitting. It combines both the steepest descent and variable metric methods. In
this work two different software packages were implemented for the minimization, one from the Numerical Recipes, and one from the Starpac statistical algorithm package. Both routines require the first derivatives of the
model explicitly, rather than estimating them numerically. From (9) we obtain at a given point (xi, y(xi)) the expressions

:{ = (~i~i)2 (Ts-Te+f3

[;:=ir-i

(5s+Te-Ts))

X·-Te + [X·-T]/3
i
e)
Ts-Te
Ts-Te
.
/3
(ö + T _ T ) [ Xi - Te] ln ( Xi - Te )
s
e
s TS - TC
T S - TC )
_i

.

åy =

å fJr.?

~ - Te-Xi (r-T
ÖTs - (Ts - Te)2
s
e

+

(.?[Xi-Te]/3-l(ö
T-T))
Ts - Te
s+ e
s

-Te + [X·-T]/3
t
e)
T 5 -Te
Ts-Te

Öy
5

=

(16)

fJ

+X·
t

Öö

(15)

[Xi - Te] /3
Ts -Te

(17)
(18)

for the four derivatives. In the implementation we have provided these computations in subroutine modules, which can be called by the fitting algorithms.

3.3

Radiance ratioing algorithm

In this section we briefly describe the radiance ratioing method ( Smith
et al. (1974)) for deriving the cloud top pressure and height from sounding
radiometer radiances (e.g. from HIRS) . Collocating these radiances with
AVHRR data provides one method for evaluating the heights obtained from
·
the historgram method.
In a cloud clear case the measured top of the atmosphere radiance in a
sounder channel can be written as
(19)
11
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where Bs is the Planck radiance at surface temperature, as is the surface
to space transmittance, Ps is the surface pressure, B(p) is the Planck radiance at pressure leve! p, and aP is the transmittance from level p to space.
Similarly, the measured radiance from an opaque cloud at pressure level Pc
IS

=

Iap

Be O'c

1

da
+ °B(p) _E_
dp'
Pc
dp

(20)

where Be is the Planck radiance at cloud top temperature, ac is the cloud to
space transmittance and Pc is the cloud top pressure.
We can next find the expression for the measured radiance in the case
when the cloud is semi-transparent, having the emissivity c, and under LTE
the transmittance sigma = 1 - c .

fc1

= (1 - c) [Bs 0' + 1Pc B(p)
8

= (1 - c) [B s as +

Ps

l~

~p

P

dpl + c Be O'c +

l

10 B(p)
Pc

B (p) ~; dp + c ( B c a c +

l~

~p

P

B (p) :

dp
dp)

= (1- c) Icc + c Iap.
In a general case the FOV may have a cloud fraction N, in which case the
measured radiance is given by
I

=

N Ic1

+ (1 -

N) Icc.

(21)

combining the last two equation gives
(22)

Due to the height dependency in the opaque cloud radiance Iap measurements from two HIRS channels can be used to obtain the cloud height information. If the two channels have frequencies close to each other they have
the ratio of the emissivities close to one, and we then obtain for channels m
and n the relation
J=m
-,-, -

fccm
'

fopn -

fccn

'

(23)

'

This equation is the basis for the radiance ratioing method for deriving the
cloud top pressure and height. By simulating the clear radiances and the
opaque cloud radiances at different pressure levels one can find the lev~l
where the two ratios are closest to equal when the measured radiances are
substituted. From the mode! background one can then get an estimate of the
respective temperature and height of the cloud layer.
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4 Implementation
The computing environment at SMHI for Nowcasting SAF development
work included Python routines for reading the required input data, i.e. the
AVHRR infrared channel data together with NWP model background data
and the cloud type product files, so that building the CTTH prototype application with Python was the most straightforward approach. As most of
the code has to do with preparing the data for the least-squares fitting algorithm, we could write that with the Python interpreter without loosing too
much of the computing speed, while benefiting from some of the Python
prototyping features. Only the computationally expensive least-squares fitting routines and the respective interfaces were implemented using C- and
Fortran extensions.

4.1

Configuration

The configuration settings which define the data sources and the computing method details are specified in a single configuration file ctth_config.py.
The file is read in by the Python program modules.
CTTH processing requires four different source data files:
Physiography
Preprocessed data
AVHRRdata
Cloud data

land/sea mask for the area,
model background and RT computations,
AVHRR channel 4 and channel 5 data,
cloud classification from AVHRR data.

These input files are in the hdf5 file format. Directory specifications for the
input files are given in the configuration file for the ease of modifications.
Any change in the name convention of these input files will require changes
to the loaddata subroutine in the Python main module ctth.py.
Three additional directories are specified as well, which are not required in
the main processing. These are the directory for HIRS data files used in
the radiance ratioing method, the directory for radiosonde data files used in
plotting the RS profiles, and the directory for Python program modules in
CTTH implementation.
Processing options are specified through the various components of the
global list SETTINGS. Appendix A shows an example configuration file,
and we descibe the different options in more detail in the following section.

4.2 Processing
The Python module ctth. py is the main program. It reads the configuration file, reads the input data files related to the processing request, and then
13
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starts the processing. The processing request, which is the satellite pass time
and the region of interest, is specified through command line arguments in
the form
> ctth. py <yyyymmddhhmi> <area> <satellite>
for example as
> ctth.py 200009241343 cliwanet_north noaa14
Data specification from the arguments together with the directory names
from the configuration file are used to locate the required input data files.
During the processing the routine steps through the image area by segmenting it into image segments of specified size. Based on the cloud classification, the pixels in a given segment are provided to the model fitting routine if
they are either cloud-clear, cirrus or fractional cloud pixels. For each image
segment histogram fitting is done up to three times. If the segment is completely over land or completely over water, then only one fitting is required.
When both land and water pixels are present, the fitting is done separately
for both subsets, because the pixels will form two different arcs on the histogram, due to the different surface temperatures. Histograms in figure 2
show the "over-land" and "over-water" fits for one example segment located
over the coast.

6
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-20

0

20

-20
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Figure 2: Model fltting done separately for the pixels over land (left) and
for the pixels over water (right) in a single image segment histogram. The
green points are clear pixels over land, the blue pixels are clear pixels over
water, the red pixels are the target pixels for the temperature retrieval (either
semi-transparent or fractional cloud pixels), and fi.nally the black points are
the excluded pixels in each case.
If both subsegments provide an estimate of the cloud top temperature,
then the result for the segment may be computed e.g. by the weigted mean
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of the two. If neither of the subsegments give a result, then a further third
fitting is tried with all clear and target pixels included.
Due to the segmentation being done using fixed size segments in fixed
positions (a grid of segments starting from the lower left corner of the image
area) some segments by chance may contain a distribution in which the fitting fails, although nearby segments produce a result. To obtain as good
a coverage as possible with acceptable results, the image area can be processed up to four times using a differently positioned segment grid. The
number of segment locatings can be specified in the configuration settings,
and the given number (1-4) of segmentations are made in the following order.
1 the default segmentation
2 shifted half-width right and half-height up
3 shifted half-width right
4 shifted half-height up
Obviously the the best coverage of succesful fits results from using all shifting modes, and the only reason to restrict this is the total computing time
requirement.
As a result of the shifted segmentations the default segment is divided
into four quarters or subsegments, and for each of them there could be up to
four solutions from the four different segmentations. If there are both overland results and over-water results, then in principle the number of results
for a given subsegment can be higher than four. In the current version the
final solution for a subsegment is the weighted mean over all results, the
weighting being done by using the number of target pixels in each fit.
We now go through the settings in the configuration file, as listed in Appendix A. The first two values set the default functioning and the level of
output printing, respectively.
SETTINGS['runmode'] = "batch"
SETTINGS['verbose'] = 0

# batch / xwindow
# Output print level 0, .. ,7 ,..

As mentioned already, the default run-mode is "batch", which does the
least-squares fitting for all the image segments from the input data. The
other possibility is the X-window mode for browsing results, as will be described later. Increasing the 'verbose' number will add more output printing
throughout the processing. These two settings may also be changed with
command line options, by specifying "batch" or "xwindow", and by giving
some substring of "verbose" at the end of the command line.
The configuration settings that define the basic processing method are
the following.

15
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SETTINGS['lsqname'] = "starpac"
SETTINGS['nfree'] = 3
SETTINGS['segw'] = 32
SETTINGS['segh'] = 32

# Lsq fit (python/numrec/starpac)
# N o of free parameters (2-4)
# Segment width
# Segment height

Three different Levenberg-Marquardt method implementations are available for the 'lsqname' setting. "python" uses the method implemented in
the Scientific python module. It is here for testing purposes only, as it is too
slow for operational processing. "numrec" uses the method from Numerical
Recipes, and the default, "starpac", uses the freeware statistical algorithm
package Starpac.
The theoretical model for the arc shape histogram has four free parameters.
Te
cloud top brightness temperature (bt)
{3
ratio of absorption coefficients - "the exponent"
Ts
channel 4 surface bt
ös
channel 4 - channel 5 surface bt difference
The fitting algorithm needs a first guess for all four, and then it tries to find
the best fit by iterative adjustments. The first two parameters are always left
free for the fitting algorithm to solve, but Ts and ös could be fixed using
forward radiative transfer estimates for their values. If 'nfree' configuration value is set to 4, then no fixing is done. lf it is set to 3, then the first
three parameters are free, and the curve fitting is tried several times for fixed
ös values which deviate from the first guess by an increasing amount, but
within some reasonable interval. If the 'nfree' parameter is set to 2, then
the first two parameters are free, and the curve fitting 'is similarly tried several times with both Ts and ös having fixed values around the first guess
point. With the implemented least-squares algorithms the 'nfree' mode 3
gave convergent results most often, hence it is the default.
The configuration settings that set the quality control limits are the following.
SETTINGS['max_rmse'] = 0.6
SETTINGS['min_p'] = 0.001

# Distribution max rms deviation
# Distribution min probability

'max_rmse' is the largest acceptable root mean square deviation of the
brightness temperature difference T4 - T5 values (i.e. the Yi values) from
the best fit curve. 'min_p' on the other hand is the smallest acceptable probability for the distribution x2 value to be as large (or larger) than the value
from the actual distribution when assuming the best fit model. The quality
control scheme rejects the result if both requirements are not met for the
segment.
With unlimited processing time the least-squares fitting results from all
four segmentation position modes can be examined. However, when the
16
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processing must be completed in a given time, the following parameters
may be set to define a less exhaustive search for the solutions.
SETTINGS['shift_modes'] = 2
SETTINGS['sub_results'] = 1
SETTINGS['seg_fraction'] = 0.1
SETTINGS['sub_fraction'] = 0.2

# no of shift mode passes (1-4)
# shift mode parameter
# shift mode parameter
# shift mode parameter

The value of 'shift_modes' defines the number of segmentation grid positions that will be used for the image. We have already described the details
of this option at the beginning of this section. The value of 'sub_results'
defines how many fittings are attempted for each subsegment. This could be
set to four ifall four shift-modes are being used, or even higher as there may
be both "over-land" and "over-water" solutions. On the other handa low
value will speed up the processing, as the segment will be skipped in further
shift modes if all its subsegments already have the desired number of solutions. Note that this option does not cause exclusion of subsegments from
the final results in the case when there are fewer solutions than the value of
'sub_results'. The other two parameters speed up the processing by skipping segments that have few target pixels. The parameters 'seg_fraction'
and 'sub_fraction' define the treshold fractions of target pixels within the
segment and within any of the subsegments, respectively, which indicate
the need to process the segment. With sufficient computing speed these two
parameters can be set to zero.

4.3

Graphical user interface

Adding the X argument to the end of the command line when starting ctth.py
makes the program start interactive graphical window mode, e.g.

> ctth.py 200009241343 cliwanet_north noaa14 X
In this mode the program will not start to process the data. It expects the
pass to have been processed earlier, so that in this case the files
200009241343.cliwanet_north.noaal4.ctth.dat
200009241343.cliwanet_north.noaa14.ctth_ctt.gif
would need to be available in the current directory, containing the processing results and the result gif-image, respectively. The interface shows the resulting image in a window, as shown in figure 3, and offers some pull-down
menus for selecting the satellite pass and image to display, for changing the
processing options and for defining the mouse functions.
Processing of a given segment can then be requested simply by clicking
the image location of interest. The least-squares fitting algorithm output can
be checked from the starting window, and if defined in the mouse menus, the
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XC loudToplemperature
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Figure 3: Screen capture of the GUI window.
histograms will be shown in new windows, as shown in the screen capture
in figure 4.
The graphical interface provides an overall evaluation tool for the cloud
top-temperature product. Segments that have no solution, or segments that
show distinctively different results from their environment can be identified and processed again. The output from the algorithm together with the
histogram windows show the processing details for the segment and allow
evaluation of the quality control settings performance. In the later versions
of this prototype software more display options for the input data could be
added to help in identifying the meteorological situation in the selected segments.

4.4

Radiance ratioing computations

The module radratio.py implements the radiance ratio method for obtaining
the cloud top temperature estimate from HIRS observations. The module
can be started in a similar way as ctth.py, i.e. by specifying the satellite
pass and a region with the command line parameters. The command to start
processing could for example be

> radratio.py 200009241343 cliwanet_north noaa14
The module reads the output produced by ctth.py together with the file eon18
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Figure 4: Gill display ofthe mode] flt fora requested segment.
taining AAPP processing results for HIRS data. After computing the radiance ratio estimate for each HIRS fov it then compares these results against
the nearest histogram method results. The program reports the bias and
standard deviation for the two methods.
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5

(T4 -T5 )/T4 histograms-General performance

Succesful model fits must be subjected to quality control checks, in order
to eliminate various misfits. In some segments the pixel distribution can be
limited to a narrow channel 4 brightness temperature range, so that only a
short part of the full arc is present. Model :fits however may be successful,
and in some cases can produce highly erraneous results for the CTT (see
figure 18). This can be eliminated through the parameter limits which are
set at the python module and passed to the Fortran subroutine controlling
the least-squares fitting. Only results where all four parameters have values
within the limits will be accepted. In the current implementation we used
the ranges Te in [-50,min(T4)], (3 in [1,2], ös in [O;min(T4 - n)c1earJ and Ts
in [max(T4), fg+5], where fg is the forward model first guess for the cloud
clear brightness temperature.
Another obvious problem arises from any image segment where multiple cloud layers are present. Figure 5 shows an example case with two
cloud layers. The first-guess surface brightness temperature is shown with
the black circle near 10° C. There seems to be one cloud layer with opaque

6

4

2

0

-20

0

20

Figure 5: Model lit in the presence of a dual layer cloud field.
cloud pixels at temperature near zero, and another cloud layer at temperaure
near -18° C. Serni-transparent cloud at the lower level, when not obscured
by the upper level forms the arc in the bottom right part of the distribution, where T4 varies between 0° and 10° C. Semi-transparent cloud at the
higher level, when there is no lower layer forms the top arc, where T4 varies
between -18° and 10° C. The third arc at the bottom left part of the distribution is formed by serni-transparent cloud at the higher level, when the
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background is opaque cloud at the lower level. Finally the inside region of
the distribution is formed when the two cloud layers both are transparent in
various degree.
The model fit tries to compromise between the three arcs, and inevitably
fails to retrieve either of the two cloud temperatures correctly. The resulting
cloud top temperature is too cold and is rejected by applying quality control checks. In this case the rmse of the distribution is 0.704 K against the
assumed model, so that a limit 0.7 for the rmse would correctly reject the
result, but a safer limit below 0.7 is suggested by this example. With a more
sophisticated histogram analysis the two cloud layer temperatures could be
retrieved, but even then it would be difficult to assign the temperature and
height to the semi-transparent pixels because the three distributions overlap.
In the case when there is a lower level opaque cloud filling the segment,
and a semi-transparent layer above, the histogram method can still retrieve
the upper level temperature. The parameters Ts and ös have non-relevant
(cloud-clear surface) first guess values for the case, but during the leastsquares fitting they can still become adjusted to the opaque cloud values.

Figure 6: NOAA14 satellite pass at 24-Sep-2000 1434 UTC. Cloud top
temperature in opaque cloud pixels, determined from uncorrected AVHRR
radiances, are shown in blue colours. The remaining cloudy pixels, which
require the correction are shown in red.
To give an example of the overall performance we show here the resulting cloud top temperature images when we apply the histogram method to
the case shown in the cover image, or again in figure 6. Of the target pixels
shown in red 91 %in this particular case were classified as semi-transparent,
and 9% as fractional. For the two test runs we set the rmse quality control
threshold to 0. 7 In the first testrun we used only the fixed image segmenta21
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tion ('shift_modes' = 1), and the result image is shown in figure 7. Of all
the target pixels in the image 65 % got the cloud top temperature retrieved.

Figure 7: Histogram method applied with a fixed image segmentation.
When applying shifted segmenting, the number of segmentation positions as well as the thoroughness of the search can be specified, leading
gradually to the best possible result coverage. In the second testrun we used
all four segmentation positions ('shift_modes' = 4) together with the most
thorough search, and the result image is shown in figure 8. Of all the target
pixels in this case 91 % got the cloud top temperature retrieved, while the
computing time became about three times as long as in the first case.

Figure 8: Histogram method applied with full shifting segmentation.
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6 Validation
Validation of cloud top temperature/height retrievals from satellite data is
a well known problem. It is difficult to obtain independent verifying measurements, co-located intime and space, and further these measurements
often do not directly provide a "ground truth", but give a rather indirect
measure which needs further interpretation, sometimes requiring rather advanced techniques.
To deal with this problem we have chosen to explore several different independent data sources. We are trying to establish a useful validation of the
histogram method by comparing against other satellite retrieval techniques
and by utilising both ground based observations and flight reports of cloud
observations. It will be obvious from the discussion below that more data
are needed in order to draw firm conclusions, but hopefully what follows
will show a useful procedure for further validation studies.
In section 6.1 we present the different data sources, including the satellite data itself. In the following sections from 6.2 till 6.4 we present the
results of the histogram analysis for a few selected cases, and compare the
results with the validation data. Section 6.2 compares the results with those
of an opaque retrieval. In section 6.3 the results are compared to manual
observations from a few of the daily routine flights of the Swedish Airforce.
Finally in section 6.4 we compare the retrieval results against ground base
remote sensing measurements and radiosonde data.

6.1

Data

The validation study was performed primarily on data from August and
September 2000, coincident with the first intensive observation campaign
(CNNl) of the EU Framwork 5 project CLIWA-NET (see
http://www.knmi.nl/samenw/cliwa-net/), and secondly on a short period of
one week of data in November 2000.

6.1.1

Satellite data

We used locally received (at Norrköping) satellite data from the operational
satellites NOAA 12 and 14. The raw hrpt (hfm format) data was ingested
into AAPP, and the AVHRR level 1b data calibrated, geo-located, and then
remapped (using nearest neighbour resampling) to a Lambert Azimuthal
Equal Area projection having a pixel resolution of 1km. The region ofinterest was The Baltic Sea drainage basin. The region was divided in two
sub-regions as specified in table 1.
The HIRS level 1b data were calibrated and geo-located, and kept in
satellite projection. Since the level lb data contains geo-location data for
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Projection coord.
Scale
Size

Area extent
(meters)
Area extent
(meters)
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central meridian:
60.0N
central parallel:
20.0E
horozontal - x:
1000m
vertical - y:
1000m
horozontal - x:
1670
horozontal - x:
1134
cliwanet north area
lower left x,y:
(-726561.014, -87494.003)
upper right x,y:
(943438.986, 1046505.997)
cliwanet south area
lower left x,y:
(-726561.014, -1221494.003)
upper right x,y:
(943438.986, -87494.003)

Table 1: Projection and area speciflcation for the two areas covering the
Bal.tex Sea drainage Basin
each HIRS FOV no interpolation or remapping was needed before processing and comparison with AVHRR.

6.1.2

Radiosondes

Radiosonde data are sometimes, and especially in cases of low clouds, able
to give at least a rough indication of the height of the cloud base and the
cloud top. Six-hourly radiosonde data from the few available stations in the
region was stored <luring the fall of 2000 for this purpose, namely to validate
the histogram method in situations with low level clouds.

6.1.3

Ground based measurements

During the CLIWA-NETcampaign CNNl, remote sensing techniques from
ground based instruments at a few sites in northem Europe were employed.
Ceilometers and IR-radiometers provide data for estimating cloud base, and
sometimes cloud top, height. The sites in our area of interest encompass
Kiruna (21.lE; 67.9N), Onsala (ll.9E; 57.4N), Potsdam (13.lE; 52.4N),
Lindenberg (14.lE; 52.2N), Helsinki (24.8E; 60.2N), and St. Petersburg
(30.7E; 59.9N).

6.1..4

Manual reports from Swedish airforce flight missions

An informal cooperation between SMHI and the Swedish airforce base in
Linköping was setup in the late autumn of 2000, with the purpose of getting
"cloud truth" information for the validation and improvement of satellite
based cloud retrievals developed at SMHI.
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Weather flight missions from the Airforce base in Linköping (and from
other places in the country) are fairly regular, and are done typically once
per day, and usually in the late moming. During these weather surveys, the
accompanying meteorologist observes cloud conditions and reports back to
the Meteorological office on the ground. Most of the time the aircraft flies
in and above the clouds, and when above the cloud top, the height, and
sometimes the cloud top structure, is observed.
The collection and transfer of data from the airforce base to SMHI on the
one side, and the collection and co-location of satellite data on the other side,
required significant manual interaction and effort, and would not be straightforward to automate. Also the quality of these data for validation of the
CTTH algorithm is still uncertain. For instance, the exact earth-coordinates
are not easily extracted in the process described above, but instead the cloud
observations are geo-located by refering to cities, lakes, or similar ground
control points, which may not allways be sufficently exact, and which in
some cases can be ambiguous.
Therefore, in order to assess the feasibility of the setup, in terms of
cost-benefit, a one week pilot study was performed in late November. This
one week, giving only 4 observations, proved to be too short, especially
considering the poor satellite coverage in the late moming at that time (only
NOAA 12 and NOAA 14 available). Also, the frequently rather complex
cloud field observed made the data analysis particularly difficult. It was
therefore decided that this pilot study should be extended to include a few
more weeks of intercomparison, before a fair conclusion on the feasibility
can be made. A further collection effort continued in April and September
2001, giving 10 more cloud top observations, which have yet to be analysed.

6.2

Comparison against opaque retrieval

Maybe the most basic validation of the window technique and the retrieval
of the cloud top temperature and height of semi-transparent clouds, is to
make a comparison with the results of the opaque retrieval. Most often
the cloud field is a mixture of semi-transparent and more opaque clouds.
U sing the opaque retrieval there will thus often be a cloud top temperature
or height available in the neighbourhood to campare with. Of course, the
quality of the cloud top temperature and height derived using the opaque
retrieval will depend on the complexity of the cloud field (sub pixel cloudiness is not treated properly) and the quality of the cloud mask and type.
It is the Cloud Type algorithm which determines if the cloud is opaque or
semi-transparent, and what is determined as opaque will not always be truely opaque. Therefore, such a validation against the opaque retrieval needs
to be done carefully and will have to be carried out on a case study basis.
We have selected 20 cases from September 2000, <luring the CLIWA25
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NET campaign CNN-1. The selection has been done so as to cover different weather situations, but favouring situations with thin cirrus. We have
derived the doud top temperature using both the straight forward, and operational, opaque retrieval, and the histogram method. Below we indude
results from two of these cases.

6.2.1

14:46 UTC, September 2, 2000

We focus on the cliwanet north area where a frontal band of high douds
cover north eastem and central Sweden. Particularly in the middle of the
area where the frontal doud band seems to disolve (or where the two bands
are merging) over the eastem parts of Sweden and over the Baltic sea a
lot of thin cirrus are observed. Most of the time the cirrus douds seem
to be overlying middle or lower douds. We know that these (multi layer)
conditions are not the best for the semi-transparency retrieval, but on the
other hand this is an example which is rather representative of the often
complex doud systems observed in reality. In order to justify the use of
the histogram technique it must show some skill even in these otherwise
complex situations.
In figure 9 we display the doud top height image ofthe semi-transparent
retrieval only and after merging with the opaque result, together with the
channel 3,4,5 RGB and Cloud Type images. It is of course difficult to judge
the retrieval in detail from the rather small images shown and the rather
coarse height scale. But in general the results seem consistent with the
opaque results. We see that the doud top height is retrieved even for large
parts of the lower douds in the northwest.
If we look a little doser, as in figure 10, we may get a better idea of the
performance, though. In figure 10 the semi-transparent results are shown
for a small area in the central part of the cliwanet north area, together with
the merged results ofthe opaque and the semi-transparent retrievals, and the
channel 3,4,5 RGB.
At a first glance it looks as if the retrievals are not in agreement with
each other. But the lower doud height of the opaque retrieval for the doud
band in the central to lower part of the sub-area, as compared to the semitransparent results, is rather a result of an actual hole in the thin cirrus doud
cover, than an inconsistency. The thin cirrus douds are overlying a bröader
middle level doud deck. The cirrus douds lie on a height of around 6400 to
7400 meters according to the semi-transparent retrieval.
As an example of the performance of the semi-transpancy retrieval we
look doser at the four segments corresponding to the 2nd and 3rd column
and the 3rd and 4th row (in segment resolution counted from upper left
comer) of the dose-up shown in figure 10.
In figure 11 we show the two-dimensional histograms and the fitted
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Figure 9: NOAA 12 scene 14:46 UTC September 2, 2000: Channel 3,4,5

RGB (upper left panel), Cloud Type (upper right), and the cloud top height
as derived from the window technique only (lower left) and the merged
result (lower right) using the opaque results where the window technique
fails and where there are no semi-transparent clouds
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Figure 10: Close-up on cirrus clouds over northem Sweden of the scene
shown in figure 9: Channel 3,4,5 RGB (left panel); the cloud top height as
derived from the window technique only (middle); and the merged cloud
top height for semi-transparent and opaque clouds (right)
curves providing the cloud top temperature results. It is worth being aware
here that in the final result we degrade the results to lK and 200m resolution, to reflect what is believed to be the best possible accuracy. For the
upper left segment the resulting cloud top temperature became 243K, and
the height (above ground) derived using the atmospheric profile of Hirlam
was 6400 to 6600 meters. The histogram technique gave 243. 70 for the land
regime, and 241.63 for the water regime. As the number of water pixels is
very small in this segment, the final result is due mainly to the land regime.
In the segment just below the previous one, again two solutions are
given, one for the land and one for the water pixels, and as before the land
pixels dominate. The result of the land pixels seem realistic, whereas the
water pixels are probably too few to provide a reasonable estimate. However, it is hard to judge which is the most correct as there are rather few
points on the left leg of the arc (towards the opaque clouds). The results
are 240. 7K and 233.4K for the land and sea regimes respectively. The final
output of the algorithm is 240K and 7000m to 7200m.
The upper right segment of the four displayed in figure 11 does not provide a solution for the few water pixels, but the land regime seem to provide
a reasonable estimate of 243.2K, resulting in a cloud top temperature and
height product of 243K and 6600m to 6800m. In the upper right comer of
this segment there are a few pixels which apparently have been classified
as opaque clouds, and where the difference Tb4 - Tb5 is too small to be
considered for the window technique. According to the opaque retrieval the
cloud tops are around 264K and 3600m, and thus significantly lower than
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the surrounding semi-transparent cloud tops derived using the window technique. Since the cloud field seems to be multi-layered both estimates could
actually be correct at the same time.
In the last, lower right, of the four segments, there are more points on the
left leg of the curves (see lower left panel of figure 11) and both the water
and the land regimes provide nearly identical estimates. This is of course a
good indicator of a reliable estimate, and such information will be passed
to the quality flagging process in the possible future product. The cloud top
temperature and height becomes 242K and 6800m.
6.2.2

13:28 UTC, September 23, 2000

We focus on the cliwanet north area where, much like the case of the 2nd
September discussed above (section 6.2.1) a frontal band of high clouds
goes from the north and centre in an arc towards the southwestem comer of
the area. But in this case the cloud band is more dominated by thin cirrus,
and the cloud field is less complex, with larger parts of the area covered with
what looks like only one cloud layer.
The cloud top height images (for semi-transparent clouds only and for
both opaque and semi-transparent clouds) and the channel 3,4,5 RGB are
shown in figure 12. Again it is difficult to judge the retrieval in detail from
the rather small images shown, but figure 12 provide an overview of the
performance. We observe that there are many white areas indicating that the
clouds have rather high tops (9000m or higher), but one may also observe
that many cloudy areas are not solved. These frequently unavailable cloud
top height estimates are due to the generally rather thin cloud cover (too few
pixels in the left part of the two-dimensional histograms).
lf we zoom in on the thin cirrus over the Botnian Bay shown in figure 13
we see that the cloud top height is available only for less than half of the
cloudy pixels. The cloud top height is around 7000m to 8000m, except
for the clouds in the lower left comer of the sub-area, where cloud tops of
nearly 10000m are found.
The upper left segment of the sub-area apparently have too few land
pixels in order to provide an estimate for the land regime (see figure 14).
But the water regime nicely produces a cloud top temperature of 246.2K,
giving a cloud top temperature and height output for the clouds inside the
segment of 246K and 7200m. We see that the thicker cirrus clouds, which
have been detected as opaque, in the northwest have approximately the same
cloud top heights of between 6600m and 7600m, which is encouraging for
the window technique.
The cloud top temperature retrieval for the segment to the right (next
to the one discussed above) seem more problematic when looking at the
histogram in the right panel of figure 14. The land pixels are very few, and
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Figure 11: Histogram and fitted curves for the four segments corresponding
to the 2nd and 3rd column and the 3rd and 4th row (in segment resolution
counted from upper left comer) of the close-up shown in figure 10. The
segment numbers of the original cliwanet north area of the NOAA 12 scene
14:46 UTC September 2nd, 2000, are written above the plots. All pixels
used in fitting the curves for the land and sea/water regimes are marked
with a green (land) or blue (sea) *· The two redo co.rrespond to the cloud
free observations for the land and sea regimes. The blue line and o are the
result of the curve fitting for the sea regime, and the green ones are for the
land. The dashed blue curve in the upper right panel co.rrespond to the first
guess for the water regime, for which no solution was found.
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Figure 12: NOAA 12 scene 13:28 UTC September 23, 2000: Channel 3,4,5

RGB (upper lett panel), Cloud Type (upper right), and the cloud top height
as derived from the window technique only (lower lett) and the merged
result (lower right) using the öpaque results where the window technique
fails and where there are no semi-transparent clouds
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Figure 13: Close-up on cirrus clouds over northern Sweden of the scene
shown in flgure 12: Channel 3,4,5 RGB (lett panel); the cloud top height
as derived from the window technique only (middle); and the merged cloud
top height for semi-transparent and opaque clouds (right)
the cloudy observations over water show a substantial homogeneity with
few observations on both the right (towards the clear) and the left (towards
the opaque) side of the histogram. The results are 255. 7K for the land
pixels and 246.8 for the sea. Since a major part of the area is over sea the
final cloud top temperature and height are 24 7K and 7000m. Despite the
suspicious curve fit the result is in good agreement with the neighbouring
segment and thus in this case probably close to reality.
The segment in the second row and the first column of the sub-area
shown in figure 13 does not provide a solution for the many pixels over
water, but instead for the few pixels over land. Actually this solution seems
to fit well with the water regime as well. The result is 245K and 7400m,
close to the estimates of the neighbouring segments.
The segment in the 2nd row and 2nd column does not provide a cloud
top temperatirre and height estimate as seen from figure 13, and the histogram plot in the lower right panel of figure 14. The cloud regime is too
homogeneous, and there are too few observations on the right and left legs
of the arc to provide a good fit.
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Comparison against flight observations

During the initial phase of the pilot study of collection of cloud top observations from weather survey flights performed by the Swedish airforce aimed
at validating the cloud top temperature and height algorithms, four observations in early November 2000 were made, as mentioned in section 6.1.4.
Here we do not intend to use these 4 cases as a true validation of the semitransparency retrieval, but merely to illustrate the prospects for validation
these kind of data may provide.
As already indicated in section 6.1.4 the cloud field in southem Sweden,
where the weather surveys are performed, were often rather complex. Often
the cloud field was highly spatially varying and with more than one cloud
layer present. In addition three of the flight observations were made more
than 2 hours from the closest satellite pass. This, together with the inaccurate position of observation made the data impossible to use in a quantitative
validation.
Here we discuss the only case with nearly coincident aircraft and satellite cloud top observations on November 9, 2000. The observations are
delivered to SMHI in textform (in Swedish) via email, and for this case it
looked like this:
Molnöversida 001109 1440z.
Ref till NOAA-bild 1313z.
Molntopp Linköping - Sommen (sjö 50 km SW Linköping):
2900m.
S-SW Sommen : molntopp 5000-5500 m.
Uppmätt kl 1440z.

The above can be translated and summarised as:
Cloud top observations at 14:40 UTC, with reference to NOAA
AVHRR image at 13:13 UTC: At the lake Sommen (a rather
large lake extending from north west around 15.0°E; 58.2° N
to south east around 15.4°E; 57.9° N) a cloud top height of
2900m, and S-SW of the lake Sommen cloud tops around 50005500m.
The cloud top observations refer to an area near the edge of a higher
cloud overlying a lower cloud deck, in the satellite image at 13:08 UTC
(the same as the 13:13 UTC referred to above). We assume that the two
observations refer to these two major cloud decks. The approximate area
is encircled in the left RGB image shown in figure 15 and in the close-up
shown in figure 16.
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Figure 15: Channel 3,4,5 RGB images of the two consecuti.ve NOAA 14
passes at 13:08 UTC (left) and 14:47 UTC (right) November 9, 2000. The
approximate area of interest in southem Sweden is encircled in the image to
the left.

Figure 16: Channel 3,4,5 RGB image (left panel) and cloud top height
using both the opaque and semi-transparent retrievals (middle) and the semitransparent only (right) of a NOAA 14 pass on November 9, 2000, 13:08
UTC. Close-up on the area around and south of the lake Sommen in southem Sweden, where two cloud top observations were made.
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From the satellite data at 13:08 UTC we get cloud top heights of 2600m
to 3400m in and a little to the north of the marked area, and for the higher
cloud deck a little to the south west, refered to, we get cloud top heights of
4800m to 5800m (the green colours in the right panel of figure 16).
Later at 14:4 7 UTC we get cloud top heights between 2200m and 3200m
for the lower cloud deck and approximately 4200m to 5200m for the higher
one. The high clouds look more fuzzy and less opaque in the RGB images
at this time, indicating that the clouds may be in the process of disolving.
To the north of the area there are several clearly detectable patches of low
level clouds which from the cloud top temperature image look rather homogeneous. These clouds have tops around 2600m to 3400m, thus a little
higher than what was retrieved doser to the observation point.
Though the above clearly demonstrate the !imitations in this kind ofintercomparison we can conclude that the satellite retrieval does not contradict the aircraft observations. But as observed in the figures 16 and 17 most
clouds are detected as opaque, and therefore a direct validation of the semitransparent retrieval is not possible. The semi-transparent retrieval proved
tö be able to add only little extra information here.
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Figure 17: Channel 3,4,5 RGB image (left panel) and cloud top height
using both the opaque and semi-transparent retrievals (middle) and the semitransparent only (right) of a NOAA 14 pass on November 9, 2000, 14:47
UTC. Close-up on the area around and south of the lake Sommen in southem Sweden, where the two cloud top observations were made.
Having verified that the cloud top height of the opaque retrieval fits the
observations rather well, one could check nearby areas with results from
both the opaque and the semi-transparent retrievals, in order to make an indirect validation of the latter. The two closest segments with some results
of the semi-transparent retrieval are found on the border of the higher cloud
and the lower cloud just to the east of where we have the cloud top observation of the low cloud, and two segments further to the south (the two
segments with cyan colours in the upper part of the image shown in the right
panel of figure 17).
The histograms of these two segments are shown in figure 18. In both
cases the curve fit is rather good on the land pixels, but the low number
of points in the histogram illustarate well the shortcomings of the method
in this case. From the points alone it is impossible to see a curved pattern
in the histogram. At the northern most segment, on the edge of the higher
cloud, the result agrees very well with the opaque retrieval, giving a hight
of 4200m anda temperature of 254K. The segment to the south give cloud
top heights of around 7400m, or approximately 2000m above what is found
with the opaque retrieval.
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Segment histogram (15,13)
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Figure 18: Histograms and fitted curves for two of the few segments in the
case shown in tigure 17 where the semi-transparent retrieval has provided
an esti.mate. The left panel correspond to the segment with cyan colouring
in the second row from above in the right panel of tigure 17. The right panel
correspond to the segment (also coloured cyan) two rows below.

6.4

Comparison against ground based measurements and
radiosondes

Validation against radiosondes can be done qualitatively by viewing the
available radiosonde profiles, as shown in figure 19. Using the graphical
interface, the profiles can be displayed and the derived cloud top temperature can be used to show the respective pressure level obtained from the
temperature profile. This result can be compared against the behaviour of
the dew-point temperature profile near the suggested height.
Validation of the cloud top temperature and height retrieval for low
clouds using radiosonde data has not been done yet, due to limited resources. Also the validation against data from the ground based observation
systems of the CLIWA-NET project is yet to be performed.
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, XCloudTopTemperatun,

Figure 19: Display of the closest radiosonde proflles to a requested segment,
showing the segment minimum channel 4 bt (black lines) and the derived
cloud top temperature (blue lines), together with their respective pressures
levels.
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Conclusion and recommendations

Based on the work of Inoue (1985) and Derrien et al. (1988), we have
developed software which implements a two-dimensional histogram method
for obtaining the semi-transparency correction for the AVHRR near infrared
window channel brightness temperatures. This correction is required if the
cloud top temperature and height is to be derived over semi-transparent and
broken cloud fields.
The experience from this study generally shows that the method works
well for pixel histograms with sufficient coverage over the channel 4 temperature range, in which case the histograms can show good agreement between the observed distribution and the theoretical model. But the method
is vulnerable to misfits, most often when there is little variance in the cloud
transmittance or when there are multiple cloud layers present. Therefore
attention must be paid to setting up appropriate quality control tests, with
their respective rejection limits.
However, it must be taken into consideration that the implemented method was not tested in winter situations with a cold underlying surface. Such
conditions will inevitably limit the channel 4 temperature range, and consequently make the retrieval less succesful. In order to better assess the
global (meaning central and northem european conditions) performance of
the algorithm more Scandinavian winter cases are necessary.
As the required quality control limits tend to reject more segments, we
included in the current implementation some methods which help to increase the final coverage of the successful CTTH assignments. The first
method is to increase the CTTH resolution to subsegment level, which is
achieved through shifting the segmentation grid. A further method is to
interpolate over this higher resolution subsegment grid. The segmentation
shifting processing can be controlled by user specified configuration parameters, and with increasing computing power or less critical processing time
requirements, a more exhaustive search for solutions can be chosen.
In addition to the histogram correction software as such, we have developed an interactive graphical user interface for applying the method. This
allows particular segments or segment subsets to be selected and displayed,
and to start the processing for individual segments and then examine the
results and evaluate performance of the quality control settings.
We knew that validation of cloud top temperature and height retrievals
in general is a difficult task, and our efforts described herein illustrate some
of the problems expected. We did not manage to carry out all of the desired validation tasks, but instead indicated how one may proceed if further
resources are provided.
We also prepared software for producing cloud top temperature results
from the radiance ratioing method and for comparing them against the re40
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sults from the histogram method. Comparison and validation of these data
will extend the validations in the future work.
Intercomparison of the results from the opaque and the semi-transparent
cloud retrieval methods show in general good agreement in the few cases
studied in detail. When both estimates are available the cloud top height
derived using the semi-transparent retrieval is always equal or higher than
the top height derived using the opaque cloud retrieval. This fäet is taken
as a sign of health of the histogram method implemented. The sometimes
significantly larger cloud top heights of the semi-transparent retrieval do
not necessarily imply that these estimates are wrong, but may be due to
erroneous cloud top heights derived from the opaque retrieval method.
Clouds are classified as opaque provided the brightness temperature of
AVHRR channel 4 is equal to or only slightly higher than at channel 5.
This method is based on the assumption that the transparency, of especially
ice-particle clouds, increases with increasing wavelength in this part of the
spectrum, .wid that the temperature decreases with hight. If this assumption
is violated, as e.g. in situations with temperature inversions, clouds classified as opaque may in reality be semi-transparent. In these cases the height
derived from the opaque retrieval can be too low.
We carried out a preliminary analysis of aircraft derived cloud top observations to validate the algorithm. Unfortunately the data from the four
flights in November 2000 proved to be very difficult to use due to both the
time deviations between observations (flight reports and satellite data) and
the prevailing rather complex cloud field, which was composed of several
cloud layers and had great spatial variability. This kind of validation is very
time consuming, but due to the lack of other methods it may prove valuable
once a little more data have been analysed.
The algorithm can certainly be refined with further development work.
More sophisticated histogram anålysis could be applied in the quality control procedure, and the final output needs the resulting quality flags to be
defined, Overall, the performance of the histogram method in the implementation described here seems encouraging.
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A Software
A.1

ctth_con:fig.py

This isa configuration file which is read by the other Python modules. Edit-.
ing the global variable values in this file defines the directory names for the
input data and sets processing options. Listed below is an example configuration file.
# global· variabk definitions

global PHYSIQ_DIR, PREPRO....:DIR, AVHRR_DIR, CLOUD_DIR
global AAPP_DIR, RAOBDIR, SOURCE_DIR
global MF, FIRSTGUESS
global LMASK, PHYSIO, PREPRO, AVHRR, CLOUD, INFO
global SETTINGS
global SEGH, SEGW, SEGNX, SEGNY, RAOBIDX, DISPLAY
global FILE, TIME, AREA, SAT, REG, RES
global TRUE, FALSE, FNOVAL
TRUE= 1
FALSE=0
FNOVAL = 999999.
# directory names

PREFIX=
PHYSIO- DIR=
.,
PREPRO_DIR =
AVHRR_DIR=
CLOUD_DIR=
AAPP_DIR=
RAOB_DIR=
SOURCE_DIR =

"/home/data/CTTH"
PREFIX+ "/phys"
PREFIX+ "/prepro"
PREFIX+ "/avhrr"
PREFIX + "/cloud"
PREFIX + 11 /aapp"
PREFIX + "/raob"
PREFIX + "/src"

# Default settings

# Some of these may be changed by command line options
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SETTINGS = { }
SETTINGS['runmode'] = "batch"
SETTINGS['verbose'] = 0
SETTINGS['lsqname'] = "starpac"
SETTINGS['nfree'] = 3
SETTINGS['segw'] = 32
SETTINGS['segh'] = 32
SETTINGS['max_rmse'] = 0.6
SETTINGS['min_p'] = 0.0
SETTINGS['shift_modes'] = 1
SETTINGS['sub_results'] = 1
SETTINGS['seg_fraction'] = 0.25
SETTINGS['sub_fraction'] = 0.50

A.2

# batch / xwindow
# Output print level 0, .. ,7, ..
# Lsq routine
# N o of free parameters
# Segment width
# Segment height
# Distribution max rmse
# Distribution min probability
# shift mode passes (1-4)
# shift mode parameter
# shift mode parameter
# shift mode parameter

ctth.py

This module is the main program, which reads the configuration file and
starts the processing of the data for a given satellite pass over a given region. The processing request is specified through command lirte arguments
in the form
> ctth.py <yyyymmddhhmi> <area> <satellite>
or alternatively, the arguments can be given with a single string containing
the arguments separated by dots, in the form
> ctth.py <yyyymmddhhmi.area.satellite>
The processing start command could, for example, be
> ctth.py 200009241343 cliwanet_north noaa14
Data specification from the arguments together with the directory names
from the configuration file are used to locate the input data files required
for the processing. After reading the input data ctth.py starts the processing
by calling the method cloudtop.temperature. The processing method is discussed in depth in section 4.2.
Once the processing has completed for a certain pass, and the output files
have been produced, ctth.py can be started in an interactive graphical window mode, as described in section 4.3. The commaild in this case would be
> ctth.py 200009241343 cliwanet_north noaa14 X

A.3

cloudtop.py

Module cloudtop.py implements the method cloudtop.temperature, which is
the main processirig subroutine for the data provided by ctth.py. By calling
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appropriate subroutines in this module cloudtop.temperature handles both
the full processing mode and the graphical interface mode.

A.4

cttsegment. py

Module cttsegment. py is called by the cloudtop module in interactive mode.
When the user selects a segment to be processed again, the details of the
processing are written into a temporary file. This filename together with
the segment dimensions are passed to cttsegment.py as arguments. Cttsegment. py then plots the histogram and the model fit in a new window that
appears on the screen.

A.5

radratio.py

The module radratio. py implements the radiance ratio method for obtaining
the cloud top temperature estimate from HIRS observations, as described in
section (3.3). The module can be started in a similar way as ctth.py, i.e. by
specifying the satellite pass and a region with the command line parameters.
The processfog command could, for example, be

> radratio.py 200009241343 cliwanet_north noaa14
The module reads the output produced by ctth.py together with the file containing AAPP processing results for HIRS data. After computing the radiance ratio estimate for each HIRS fov it then compares these results against
the nearest histogram method results. The program reports the bias and
standard deviation for the two methods.

A.6

C extensions in ctth_cmod.C
'-,

Compiled extensions to Python are most commonly implemented with C
routines, so that standard methods for the calling interface Python/C can
be easily applied. Therefore, although the extension subroutines needed by
cloudtop.py come from software packages coded in Fortran, a C-interface
was introduced as a layer between Python code and the Fortran subroutines.
Subroutines or C-modules in an imported object file are seen as methods
from Python, and ctth_cmod.c implements the following five methods.

ctth_cmod.cttfitc
This method is the interface to the least-squares fitting computation for data
from a given segment. The call is of the form
lsqfit = ctth_cmod.cttfitc(
method, firstguess, limits, verbose, segarea, t4, d45, flags)
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and the subroutine reads the data passed in the arguments, and calls the
Fortran subroutines in an appropriate way. method is the identifier for the
least-squares fitting method, which can be selected in the configuration file.
firstguess is for passing the four parameters (/ gtc, f gbeta, f gts, f gdt) that
specify a first guess for the model fit to the segment data. limits specifies an
acceptable range for each of the four parameters. verbose is a numeric value
which can be set in the configuration file, and which indicates how much
log output should be produced <luring the computations. segarea gives the
size of the segment, also set up in the configuration file. t4 contains the
channel 4 brightness temperatures for the segment pixels, and d45 contains
the difference of channel 4 and 5 brightness temperatures. fiags is an array
of the same size as t4 and d45 a~d indicates which pixels should be used in
the model fitting.
The return value from the subroutine is a set of four parameters together
with goodness of fit estimators, (te, beta, ts, dt, rmse,p). The parameters
specify the best fit of the model to the data, and the variable rmse gives
the RMSE of the distribution from the best model. Negative values mean
failure in the fitting. Variable p estimates the fit in terms of the probability
of the distribution with the given model.
ctth_cmod.start_rttov

This method can be used to invoke RTTOV forward computations for a
single segment. In the graphical user interface mode this feature can be
selected as one of the mousebutton-1 options. RTTOV output is then part of
the information returned when the user points and selects a segment.
ctth_cmod.process_rttov

This method is called from radratio.py and it passes the cloud top temperatures obtained by histogram method to the program radratio.F. radratio.F
then campares the results against the cloud top temperatures obtained from
radiance ratioing method.
ctth_cmod.segsave

This method is called from cloudtop.py in graphical interface mode, when
model fitting has completed for the chosen segment. Data for the segment
together with the model fit are stored in a temporary file.
ctth_cmod.segload

This method is called from cttsegment.py in the interactive mode when reading in data for the segment to be plotted.
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Fortran modules in ctth_fmod.F

This module contains the Fortran subroutines that are called by data passing C-routines in the ctth_cmod interface. The subroutines rearrange the
data into the form required by the software package programs (in Numerical Recipes and Starpac) and control the data processing for finding the best
model fit in one segment. The module contains the following subroutines.
cttfitf
This is the main subroutine controlling the best fit search. Depending on the
chosen method in the configuration file it calls an interface routine either for
Numerical Recipes (fit_mrqmin) or Starpac (fit_nlsd). In the configuration
file one can also define the number of free parameters in the set (tc,beta,ts,dt)
as they are passed to the least-squares fitting algorithm. Depending on this
choice cttfitf varies the remaining "fixed" parameters around the firstguess,
and calls the fitting algorithm repeatedly to find the best fit.
fit_mrqmin
This subroutine calls the least-squares fitting algorithm in the Numerical
Recipes software.
mrq_mdl
mrq_mdl implements the model and its derivatives in a subroutine that Numerical Recipes subroutines can call.
fit_nlsd
This subroutine calls the least-squares fitting algorithm in the Starpac software.
nlsd_mdl
nlsd_mdl implements the model in a subroutine that Starpac subroutines can
call.
nlsd_drv
nlsd_drv implements the model derivatives in a subroutine that Starpac subroutines can call.
fittest
After finding the best fit parameters of the model the subroutine fittest is
called to compute the goodnes of fit estimators, RMSE and p, which will
be retumed to the calling python module. Using this subroutine, instead
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of returning the quality control value from the applied algorithm makes the
fitting task consistent as seen from python level.

A.8

radratio.F

This subroutine runs RTTOV to produce cloud top temperatures with the
radiance ratioing method, and compares the results against the temperatures
obtained by the histogram method, and passed in through an argument array.

A.9

Fortran subroutine packages

Numerical Recipes
The Levenberg-Marquardt method for nonlinear least-squares fitting is implemented in Numerical Recipes in the subroutine mrqmin. Together with
the subrotines which become called by mrqmin the required modules are
covsrt.F, gaussj.F, mrqcof.F, mrqmin.F, gammln.F, gamrnq.F, gcf.F and gser.F.

Starpac
STARPAC (Standards Time Series and Regression Package) freeware isa
portable library of Fortran routines for statistical data analysis from the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). Information about the
software together with links for downloading the code anda User's Guide
can be found at http://www.scd.ucar.edu/softlib/STARPAC.html.
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Figure 4: GUI display of the mode] .it fora requested segment.
taining AAPP processing results for HIRS data. After computing the radiance ratio estimate for each HIRS fov it then compares these results against
the nearest histogram method results. The program reports the bias and
standard deviation for the two methods.
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background is opaque cloud at the lower level. Finally the inside region of
the distribution is formed when the two cloud layers both are transparent in
various degree.
The model fit tries to compromise between the three arcs, and inevitably
fails to retrieve either of the two cloud temperatures correctly. The resulting
cloud top temperature is too cold and is rejected by applying quality control checks. In this case the rmse of the distribution is 0.704 K against the
assumed model, so that a limit 0.7 for the rmse would correctly reject the
result, but a safer limit below 0. 7 is suggested by this example. With a more
sophisticated histogram analysis the two cloud layer temperatures could be
retrieved, but even then it would be difficult to assign the temperature and
height to the semi-transparent pixels because the three distributions overlap.
In the case when there is a lower level opaque cloud filling the segment,
and a semi-transparent layer above, the histogram method can still retrieve
the upper level temperature. The parameters T 8 and ö8 have non-relevant
(cloud-clear surface) first guess values for the case, but <luring the leastsquares fitting they can still become adjusted to the opaque cloud values.

NOAA14 sateliite pass at 24-Sep-2000 1434 UTC. Cloud top
temperature in opaq·ue cloud pixels, determined from uncorrected AVHRR
racliances, are shown in blue colours. The remaining cloudy pixels, which
require the correction are shown in red.
Figure 6:

To give an example of the overall performance we show here the resulting cloud top temperature images when we apply the histogram method to
the case shown in the cover image, or again in figure 6. Of the target pixels
shown in red 91 %in this particular case were classified as semi-transparent,
and 9% as fractional. For the two test runs we set the rmse quality control
threshold to 0. 7 In the first testrun we used only the fixed image segmenta21
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Figure 14: Histogram and .itted curves for the four segments corresponding
to the 1st and 2nd column and the 1st and 2nd row (in segment resolution
counted from upper lett comer) of the close-up shown in .igure 13. The
segment numbers of the original cliwanet north area of the NOAA 12 scene
13:28 UTC September 23, 2000, are written above the plats. See capt of
.igure 11 for further explanations.
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From the satellite data at 13:08 UTC we get cloud top heights of 2600m
to 3400m in and a little to the north of the marked area, and for the higher
cloud deck a little to the south west, refered to, we get cloud top heights of
4800m to 5800m (the green colours in the right panel of figure 16).
Later at 14:4 7 UTC we get cloud top heights between 2200m and 3200m
for the lower cloud deck and approximately 4200m to 5200m for the higher
one. The high clouds look more fuzzy and less opaque in the RGB images
at this time, indicating that the clouds may be in the process of disolving.
To the north of the area there are several clearly detectable patches of low
level clouds which from the cloud top temperature image look rather homogeneous. These clouds have tops around 2600m to 3400m, thus a little
higher than what was retrieved doser to the observation point.
Though the above clearly demonstrate the !imitations in this kind ofintercomparison we can conclude that the satellite retrieval does not contradict the aircraft observations. But as observed in the figures 16 and 17 most
clouds are detected as opaque, and therefore a direct validation of the semitransparent retrieval is not possible. The semi-transparent retrieval proved
tö be able to add only little extra information here.
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Figure 17: Channel 3,4,5 RGB image (left panel) and cloud top height
using both the opaque and semi-transparent retrievals (middle) and the semitransparent only (right) of a NOAA 14 pass on November 9, 2000, 14:47
UTC. Close-up on the area around and south of the lake Sommen in southern Sweden, where the two cloud top observations were made.
Having verified that the cloud top height of the opaque retrieval fits the
observations rather well, one could check nearby areas with results from
both the opaque and the semi-transparent retrievals, in order to make an indirect validation of the latter. The two closest segments with some results
of the semi-transparent retrieval are found on the border of the higher cloud
and the lower cloud just to the east of where we have the cloud top observation of the low cloud, and two segments further to the south (the two
segments with cyan colours in the upper part of the image shown in the right
panel of figure 17).
The histograms of these two segments are shown in figure 18. In both
cases the curve fit is rather good on the land pixels, but the low number
of points in the histogram illustarate well the shortcomings of the method
in this case. From the points alone it is impossible to see a curved pattern
in the histogram. At the northem most segment, on the edge of the higher
cloud, the result agrees very well with the opaque retrieval, giving a hight
of 4200m anda temperature of 254K. The segment to the south give cloud
top heights of around 7400m, or approximately 2000m above what is found
with the opaque retrieval.
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